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This mini tutorial is going to show you how to get
awesome looking glass in Unreal Engine, this tutorial is
aimed at beginners but may require a bit of knowledge
about the engine for when I skip over some basic stuff
such as locations of certain items etc.

After this tutorial you will be able to create your own
glass shaders and be able to fully expand on this
materials to add your own custom additions such as
water drips and your own custom dirt etc.

I am also constantly learning about new features and
how to best tackle things when it comes to art, so if you
have any feedback or some sweet ideas for another
tutorial, please contact me through whichever way you
are comfortable with.

Also, if you liked this and would love to see more of these
types of breakdowns, or stay up to date with my work,
don’t hesitate to follow me on any of the social
platforms.

Also I really appreciate all the people would would
recommend and share this tutorial to other people that
would love to see this.

I truly am grateful that being able to create 3D
worlds/environment is a part of my life, and I hope I can
help you make it yours as well.

Thanks you so much,

Timothy Dries
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Let’s start breaking this material down piece by piece,
Fresnel being the first part. Fresnel is the term used to
describe how the light you see reflects at different
intensities based off of the angle you are viewing it from.
This gives you a nice “outline” if you want to call it that at
the edges of the object, this can be seen in the example
below

This little node let’s you control this variation between the
angles set by both ExponentIn and BaseReflectFrctionIn
which you can control real-time throught he use of
parameters such as the “Fresnel Color 1” and “Fresnel
Color 2” nodes I have created.

Feeding both these into a lerp with the alpha controlled
by the Fresnel node gives you variation in the way the
material gets colored does it’s specular reflections and
handles opacity, so a lot of this material hinges on the
Fresnel node.

The normal slot of the Fresnel can also be used to get
some patterns or custom information onto the mesh so
the Fresnel can then interact with it on top of the normal
mesh’s edges

Fresnel Opacity
Using the previous section’s “Fresnel” node as the alpha
input of the “Lerp” node to switch between the base
opacity and the opacity of the edges we can distinguish
the edges from the main part of the material, making it
less or more shiny.

How you would adjust these is purely up to your personal
preference and can be adjusted on the fly.

There are some thing related to this that need to be
discussed though, for this to work you need to go into the
material details panel inside of the Master Material and
to set the materials “Blend mode” to “translucent” and
have the “Lighting mode” set to “Surface
Forwardshading” which is going to dictate how the
surface is going to react, setting it to “Surface
Forwardshading” well
have it react as a surface
both from an opacity
level as from a refractive
standpoint, and that is
what we want to
achieve with this
material.
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Some other small parameters that can be adjusted on
the fly but are pretty standard are the controls for the
metallic, Specular and Roughness.

Metallic

This value has been set close to 1, this dictates the color
of the reflections. Although a value of 1 would normally
only be used on metallic surfaces (hence the name) this
works really well when it comes to reflective surfaces,
and pushes the reflections forward.

Specular

If you prefer your surface to be non-metallic (this is
important) then this can be a nice little value to allow
you to adjust the shine of the material, it does not work
on metallic surfaces though, so in my case, it doesn’t do
anything.

Roughness

The bread and butter of a good material! I multiply the
value that I set to be really shiny (roughly 0.09 on my
version of the shader) with the noise texture that I have
from the previous section, I then to the same old trick,
feeding both not non-noised up roughness and the noisy
roughness through a lerp which in this case I linked to the
same value in the opacity section called “Opacity Dirt
Lerp” but this can be it’s own parameter if preferred to
allow for more control.
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Base Parameters
Once we got a solid base opacity going for the material
is is time to get some customisable dirt going, this is going
to be applies as an overlay to the glass material and is
going to allow for surface imperfections to take place.

This little sections is simple as well, I use
the “TexCoord[0]” input multiplied by a
scalar parameters that feeds into a
generic dirt texture (this particular
texture is setup to be texture packed so
I only use one of the channels) this will
allow you to control the scale of the
texture you want to have as an overlay
on top of the selected mesh in UV
space, so not world space, so make
sure you have a nice unwrap on the
object and preferably have the glass
surface mapped in a way that allows
for a tileable dirt texture to be tiled on
the surface to avoid seams.

Making sure that the mesh is UV’d
correctly and the generated noise is
also a tileable texture is crucial if you
want to get clean seamless results.

After this bit I plug in the output from the opacity erp into
another lerp’s A slot, and have the noise going into the
second slot of the same lerp, and I control the alpha with
a parameter “Opacity Dirt Lerp” seen at the bottom of
the page.

You can expand onto this in multiple ways, so feel free to
experiment!

Small little section on the refraction of the material,
refraction simulates the angle of distortion you get when
looking through a translucent surface such as glass,
water, etc...

You can use real world values if you want for these such
as the ones in the example value table down below, but
I tend to just play with the different parameters until I get
a result that is subtle enough to not seem fake but is still
noticeable.

In the section that I made I use the
noise from the previous section and
multiply this with the base refraction
value that I set through a parameter
(keep in mind that the base value is
not 0! It’s 1, see refraction value table
for example) Then I feed this into a
Lerp with a parameter attached to
the lerp, which allows me to blend
between the base refraction value
and the base refraction value with the
noise multiplied over it, essentially
giving me control over the strength of
the noise used in the refraction.

This little section in the material menu allows you to
change the way the refraction is calculated. changing
the “Refraction mode” can be useful if you want
consistent refraction values on flat surfaces.

The “Refraction Depth Bias” is a way to prevent closer
objects from rendering into the distorted surface at
acute viewing angles. However this can increase the
disconnect between the surface and where the
refraction starts.
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Refraction

Dirt overlay

Opacity Dirt Lerp 0

Opacity Dirt Lerp 1
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However, when we take it into the performance side of
things we can see that the further down the line we go
the more expense it gets for it to render.

Especially on the double sided mesh with the double
sided material on it (but why would you do this anyways,
let’s be real)

This is something to keep in mind when tackling
transparent surfaces, especially when multiple surfaces
are behind each other, for example if you are looking
down a row of bottles for instance, this can get costly
real quick.

From an artists perspective the I would go for either
number 1, to make it cheap and affordable to render,
and if we put something in the jar itself so the bottom is
covered up you are barely going to notice it unless you
are really super close the the object.

But it’s nice to have these comparisons to give you an
idea on how expensive these shaders can get.

Shader Complexity
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1. single planed mesh with single sided
material applied

this would be a solid material for a flat plane or windows
or such, but when applied to a round shape like this you
can clearly see that the bottom is missing from this one,
so that's a thing we are going to try and fix in the next
one.

2. single planed mesh with a double sided
material applied

This is already an improvement, because now we get
reflections in the bottom part of the jar which were
missing before.

3. double sided mesh with single sided
material applied, but the internal mesh is
flipped

You can see that these 2 look fairly similar, but if you
would look up close you can use the inner mesh to give
some actual thickness to the glass

Shader Comparison
4. double sided mesh with double sided
material applied, but the internal mesh is
flipped

Looks nice, especially where the refraction comes in and
distorts the back of the bottle. and also gives a thicker
shadow by the looks of it depending if you would want
that or not. But, and this is a big one, this material is super
expensive to render, but more on that on the next page.

5. Th version 3. with the internal mesh’s bottom
lifted up a bit

If you have got some extra mesh information, might as
well make the most of it by pushing the bottom up a bit.
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I also did a quick test with some planar reflections on flat
windowpanes to show that this shader.

can also work on flat glass surfaces, both with planar and
sphere reflection captures.To use these types of
reflection captures you need to activate this in the
Project settings

under the Rendering > Lighting tab and tick on “Support
global clip plane for planar Reflections”

For good reflections you need to have good HDRI’s, or
have a nice scene which it can sample to use as
reflections. Because I don’t have a proper setup/scene
here I use a HDRI to get better reflections.

Reflection Captures
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Use Cases
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Rounded Surfaces

Planar Surfaces

Sphere Reflections

Planar Reflections
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You can get some shadows on these translucent
surfaces, but you need to activate it both on the mesh
and the lights for them to work. is without shadows
active on both the mesh and the light that would cast
shadows and has both activated.
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Translucent Shadows

“Volumetric Translucent
Shadows” can be found
under the light settings of
the selected mesh. “Cast Translucent

Shadows” can be found
under the light settings of
the chosen light

Mesh Details Light Details
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